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Abstract. securities evaluation criteria are presented to select theassefs for portfolio diversification. Modifications of tie iniip,u ,our-fic-t-ent are pr,p,sed, based on the new introduced risk measures. Theeffect of diversification is shown on the base of the introduced
99effi9ign.ts. The proposed serection criteria are evaruated according tothe efficiency of a c,mp^sed portforio, measured by the sharpecogffigiel comparative analysis of the inioduced securities evaruation
criteria is hetd. case study based on the stock rriniiii,,hussian
Trading System" is pefiormed.

principal approaches to generalizethe Sharpe ratio can be dis-

1. Introduction

Investment portfolio analysis recently has become widely
used due to the securities market development as is demon-
strated by many publications on this subject (see e.g. t1_41).One of the most discussed problems is the assets selection for
porffolio diversification. There are different criteria developed to
evaluate the securities to be included in a porffolio, From the
porffolio diversification point the risk of a porffolio is reduced
when non-correlated assets are added [6]. However in practice
it can be difficult to select perfectly non-correlated assets [1.1].The sharpe coefficient (rewardto-variability ratio) and the Treynor
coefficient (reward-to-volatility ratio) can be used to evaluate the
securities to be included into a portfolio [11,12]. One of the
discussed problems is the way to measure the risk or volatility
of a security.

The Treynor coefficient uses stock betas from the cApM
to evaluate systematic risk, i.e. the return risk associated with
market movements [7]. Even though being widely criticized, the
beta-method is often used in financial analysis, and stood nu-
merous empirical tests. when returns and factors are jointly
normally distributed and independent over time, the classical
method provides the most efficient unbiased estimator of factor
r isk premiums in l inear models [14], However many empir ical
studies report imporlant beta variation over time. A standard
approach to modeling and estimating time-varying betas has not
yet emerged. Especially betas are biased, inconsistent, and
inefficient in emerging markets, as has been shown in [13].Given the fact that unstabre betas might have serious conse-
quences on the efficiency of beta based risk evaluations, there
is a strong need for a better understanding of stock betas [10],

The sharpe coefficient is a fundamental performance
measure. Nevertheless, there have been some improvements of
this ratio. The classical sharpe ratio is based on normal distri-
bution mean-variance analysis. when distributions are nonnormal
or have fat tails, the performance rankings are not accurate. Two

One strand of the literature is based on the use of utility
functions' Hodges generarizes sharpe ratio apprying the expo-
nential utility function with Arrow-pratt risk-aversion iidex, which
is constant for exponentiar utirity independent of wearth [18].Horges' reason for choosing exponential util ity is the assumption
of its equivalency to quadratic utirity and mean-variance anary-
s is .

Another generarized sharpe measure is based on the fam-
ily of negative power utility functions, also called constant rela_
tive risk aversion [18]. 

'Gama'-generalized 
sharpe ratio depends

on the risk-aversion parameter and the initial wealth, so it does
not have a unique varue, as does the ordinary sharpe ratio or
Horges' generalized Sharpe ratio,

One of the recent approaches is the use of utility functions
with hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA). One oithe strong
points of this approach is that such utility iunctions allow the
derivation of a generalized two-funds separation theorem thus
leading to sample capitar market evaluation formulas, and to the
generalization of the Sharpe ratio and the Traynor ratio as well
tel

Nevertheless, utirity function approaches, though impor-
tant, are rather subjective. The degree of investor's ris[-aversion
and the selection of util ity function remain discussed questions.

Another strand of literature aims at applying risk measures
which are based on downside risk considerations. Ziemba and
schwartz propose to find the downside standard deviation, and
the total variance is twice the downside variance [18]. Thus, a
superior investor is not penalized for good performincb. ziemba
calls the obtained performance ratio 'the symmetric downside
risk Sharpe measure'.

Another downside risk measure is Varue-at-Risk (VaR), a
widely used concept for quantifying the risk of portfolios. vaR has
received an official recognition after having been recommended
by various regulating financial institutions as a porffolio risk-
measurement tool, Thus, The Bank for lnternational settlements
(Bls) recommends VaR method for defining the Market Risk
capital of a bank [17]. Moreover since the publication of the
market risk measurement system RiskMetrics" of J.p.
Morgan in 1994 vaR has gained increasing acceptance and can
now be considered as the industry's standard tool to measure
market risks [8].

There are two main groups of moders to carcurate vaR.
Parametric models such as delta-normal are based on statisti-
cal parameters such as the mean and the standard deviation of
the risk factor distribution. Non-parametric models are simula-
tions or historical models [B].

The aim of this paper is to propose new securities selec-
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tion criteria based on the Sharpe coefficient and to evaluate their
efficiency. We modify the Sharpe coefficient using the new intro-

duced (R - VaR)- and ( R - R,o, )-risk measures. The new

measures are based on VaR- and R,o, -values, which refer to

the downside measures. VaR is calculated using method of
historical modeling considering inconsistency of the parametric
VaR-models with the Russian stock market, as has been shown
in  [1e ] .

The paper is organized as follows. The techniques of
diversification as well as the Sharpe coefficient and the Treynor
coefficient are discussed in the second section. Modifications of
the Sharpe coefficient, based on the new introduced risk mea-
sures, are presented in the third section. Securities selection
criteria are discussed in the forth section in case study, which
is based on the Stock Exchange ,,Russian Trading System". The
proposed securities evaluation criteria are compared from the
point of view of the porffolio pedormance, measured by the
Sharpe coefficient. The obtained results are discussed in the
conclusion.

2. Theoretical Preliminaries

2.1. Portfolio Diversilication Techniques
Porffolios with only a few assets may be subject to a high

degree of risk represented by a relatively large variance of the
return. As a general rule, the variance of the return of a portfolio
can be reduced by including additional assets in the portfolio, a
process referred to as diversification. The main techniques of
diversification include blind diversification, the Markowitz diver-
sification and the inclusion of a risk-free asset (see e.g. [2,6]).

Blind diversification means construction of a portfolio by

taking equal portions of all n assets. That is, the weight w, ot

the asset  i is  w,  - I ln ,  i= I ,n .  The overa l l  expected return

Ro of this portfolio is [6]:

(1 )  Rp

where R, is the mean return of asset i, i - l,n .

The portfolio varianc e 01 is defined as:

(2) oi

where oi is the variance of the asset i ,  i  =1,n.

In the definition (2) it is assumed that the individual re-
turns are uncorrelated. The variance of a portfolio decreases
rapidly as n increases. But in general, such diversification may
reduce the overall expected return while the decrease of the
variance is small. So, blind diversification without understanding

of its influence on both the mean and the variance of return is
not necessarily desirable.

The mean-variance approach developed by H. Markowit
makes the trade-offs between mean and variance explicit. The
Markowitz Model is based on the theory of covariance between
the assets.

The expected return Ro and the variance of the return

oi of a portfolio of n assets are obtained as:

(3) Rp

and

(4) o ,'

where Cov,, is the covariance of the assets i and i.
lf the assets are uncorrelated, the variance of a portfolio

can be made very small. lf they are positively correlated, there
is likely to be a lower limit to the variance that can be achieved
t6l.

The effect of a diversification may be seen in figure 1,
which presents the set of efficient portfolios for different corre-
lation values for a portfolio of two assets [4].

Figure 1. Standard-deviation - return diagram
for different correlation values

The Markowitz model was further developed by the inclu-
sion of a risk-free asset into a portfolio. According to the ap-
proach developed by J. Tobin, the portfolio is considered as a
combination of a risky portfolio and a risk-free asset [7].

A risk-free asset has a deterministic return R, (known

with ceftainty) and therefore has a zero variance. In other words,
a risk-free asset is a pure interest-bearing instrument. lts inclu-
sion in a portfolio corresponds to lending or borrowing cash at

the risk{ree return Rf t6l.

Let w, denote the weight of a risk{ree asset. Then the

weight of the risky part is (1 - w r) . Denote the variance of a
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risky part as d' and the mean return ur R . Then the portfolio
parameters are described as follows:

( 5 )  R o  = w r R r  + ( 1 -  w r ) R ;

( 6 )  o f , = ( I - w r ) , o ,

This approach is used in The One-Fund Theorem, accord-
ing to which ,,there is a single fund F of risky assets such that
any efficient portfolio can be constructed as a combination of the
fund Fand the risk{ree asset" [o]. so, the investor has to decide
in which proportion his investments will be distributed between
the risky part (fund F) and a risk-free asset,

The Capital Asset Pricing Model defines the Market port-
folio to be such fund E However, the Market portfolio still re-
mains an object of numerous discussions [7]. As a benchmark
portfolio the financial analysts often use market indices (for
example, S&P 500, DJIA), which evaluate the mean-market return
[3]. so the investor has to decide which assets will be included
into the risky part of his porffolio.

2.2. Reward-to-Volatility and Reward-to-
Variability Ratio

As has been shown, diversification is more efficient when
non-correlated assets are added, However, for a given asset
being at the same time positively or negatively, strongly or
weakly correlated with other assets, it is difficult to select per-
fectly non-correlated assets to diversify the portfolio [11]. In
such case the Sharpe and Treynor coefficients can be used to
range the assets according to the reward-to-variability and re-
ward-to-volatility ratio, res pectively. Th e S harpe coeff ici ent, known
as the 'reward-to-variability 

ratio', is defined to be [7]:

(7) RVAR, _
R r - R r

where Ro is the mean-return of the portfolio p, Rf is the risk-

free asset return, and o , is the standard deviation of the
portfolio p.

The Treynor coefficient (the 'reward-to-volatility ratio') is
assumed to be:

(8) RVOL. _
R o - R t

wnere R, is the mean return of the asset i ,  i  =I,n, o, is

the standard deviation and F, it the coefficient of sensitivity of
the asset i to market movement.

The choice of a security i- to be added into a portfolio
can be based on the maximization of the sharpe coefficient (g)

or the Treynor coefficient (10), i.e. i* = alt1-ur,, RVART or

i" = ert1-u1 RVOLT , i  =t,". t tmeans a preference is

given to the asset having the largest market prime per one risk-
unit, measured by the standard deviation (the sharpe coefficient)
or by the 'beta'-value (the Treynor coefficient).

The choice of the coefficient depends on the set of the
financial assets in the investor's portfolio. The risk for an inves-
tor, possessing other assets that are not included in the portfolio,
should be measured by the 'beta'-coefficient 

since this coeffi-
cient evaluates risk relatively to the market [7]. when all instru-
ments are included in the portfolio under consideration, the
standard deviation can be seen as a suitable risk-measure, and
the sharpe coefficient can be used as an asset evaruation cri-
terion.

Having selected the assets, the portfolio can be synthe-
sized using the Markowitz Model [6]:

(11) J M

subject to

(12 )  ) ,  w , .R ,  =  R

w, ) -0

where Cov,, is the covariance of assets iand j, w, and w,

are the weights of assets iand jin the portfolio, respectively, and
B is a chosen value of the portfolio return.

3. Modifications
of the Sharpe Coellicient

3.1. Alternative Risk-Measures
We introduce a new parameter, termed 'low-mean' return

of the asset r, defined as:

(13) Ru,, = I  pu .Ru
teZ-

where Z- is the set of indices

pit is the probability of the return R,,.

sl- Lwi 
'w j 'Cov,, -+ min

ij

2*,  =r
co

po

where B, the 'beta'-coefficient 
of the portfolio p, that is

defined in the Market Model [7].
The Sharpe coefficient (7) and Treynor coefficient (8) can

be equally used for assets evaluation [11]:

(e) RVAR =
R i  - R y

(10) RVOL, -

oi

R ,  - R y

fr,

(  R r '

f such that R,, ( Ri, orld
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Riu* is the mean-return 0f a left ('bad') part 0f the return
distribution of the asset r, i.e. the mean-varue for the returns.

which are less than the mean return of the asset Ri .
ln a similar way we obtain the mean-return of a right

('desirable') part of a return distribution of the asset i

(14)  Ri ,pp" ,  -  
>p,  "  Ru,  Ru )  R, ,

teZ+

where Z* isthe setof indices f suchthat R,, t  R, ,and pir

is the probability of the return R,
In terms of 'low-mean' and 'upper-mean' returns the full

variability of the return of the asset can be described by the
difference of the 'upper-mean' and the 'low-mean' returns

(R,rorn, - Ru'*).
We define a new risk-measure, namely the difference

between the asset mean return and the 'low-mean' return

(R, - R,,o). This r isk-measure is especial ly suitable for
assets with asymmetric distributions as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Return distribution for SC0fi-asset

For the case of a symmetric distribution the
equality holds:

following

(15)  (Rr

The value-at-risk (VaR) is a measure widely used in finan-
cial analysis. For a known asset return distribution , vaR defines
the return that can be achieved with some probability rever [2]:

(16)VaR, = Rivnn : [P{R,, } R,rno} = l-  a],

where a is the confidence level, which is usually set equal to
0 .01 ,  0 .05 ,  o r  0 .1 .

While the basic concept of VaR is simple, many compli-
cations can arise in practical use. A major drawback of VaR
approach is that optimization problems, aiming at computing
optimal portfolios with respect to vaR are typically hard to solve
numerically. The reason is that VaR is in general not a convex
function [B]. In this respect a related concept, conditionarVarue-
at-Risk (cvaR) has recently been suggested as an alternative
downside risk measure [15], which is determined as the
expected mean loss after the VaR. This risk-measure is more
consistent than VaR, due to some important properties such as
subadditivity and convexity. cVaR is proved to be a coherent risk
measure in the sense introduced by Aftzner, Delbaen, Eber and
Health, as shown in [16]. A more detailed study of CVaR and its
application for assets selection can be a subject for fufther
research.

There are several methods for computing VaR of nonlin-
ear portfolios. Figure 3 presents the main approaches to VaR
computation. Parametric models such as delta-normal are based
on statistical parameters such as the mean and the standard
deviation of the risk factor distribution. Non-parametric moders
are simulation approaches or historical models. An overview of
frequently used VaR-models can be found in [8].

In the present paper we use method of historical modeling
to calculate VaR considering inconsistency of the parametric
VaR-models with the Russian stock market. This method is
based on empirical distribution for a given period. VaR repre-
sents a quantile of an empirically estimated return distribution
[1 e].

We propose another new risk measure, namely the differ-
ence between the asset mean return and the VaR-value tor a -

confidence level (n, - VaR,). The choice of the confidence

level depends on the investor's attitude to risk. Risk preference
allows setting high confidence-level, that increases l/aB-value
and decreases investor subjective evaluation of risk, measured

by (Rr -VaR,)-value. And on the contrary, risk aversion im-
plies low confidence-level.
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Figure 3. Approaches to VaR computation
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3.2. Sharpe Coefficient for the ( R, - Riu.)-

and (R, - VaR,)-Risk-Measures

0n the base of the risk-measures introduced in 3.1, we
propose the following modifications of the Sharpe coefficient for
the asset i (7):

R i  - R ,

Table 1. securities parameters for the period June 2005 - May 2006

We have determined the values of the RVART-coeffi-
cient (9)" The assets have been ranged according to the

RVARi-coefficient (9) as shown in table 2.

Table 2. Ranking of assets according to -coefficient

Ass ef RVARi AsseI Rr,{R,
1 LKOH 0.9940336 1 1SCO/V 0.598925
I rA/V T t . 95381  16 1 2s/8i\r 0.55883
3 SA/GSF 0 945251 1 3IVLfuIK 0.540745
4 GASP 0.8632978 1 4 RTKM 0.522085
5 SBEF 0 821 9275 1 5AVAZ 0.509001
6 EESF o.77 4932 1 6KLNA 0.468108
a SfuGS 0 . 7 6 1 2 2 1 6 1 - l

t f AFLT 0.399588
E rEilFP 0 71 8538 1 8KEfuG CI.221683
I GMKA/ 0.6879493 1 9iViVS/ 0 .221484

1 0APTK f .6632712 2D I]IIM TS -0.35475

We have composed the portfolio of 4 upper assets, se-
lected from the table 2 and having the highest Sharpe coefficient
values, namely LK)H-, TANT-, SNGSP- and GASP-assets.

The efficient frontier for the portfolio of 4 assets has been
determined. Remind that the efficient frontier is the upper portion
of the minimum-variance set that lays upper than a minimum-
variance point [6]. The points on the efficientfrontiers have been
determined by solving the optimization problem (11), (12):
minimize the variance of the portfolio under the constraint of a

fixed mean return B. The fixed values R in (12) have been
chosen us ing a 0.1% step.

Then a porffolio of 5 assets has been composed by taking
the 5 upper assets from the table 2, namely LK)H-, TANT-,
S/VGSP-, GASP- and S8EB-assets. The same procedure was

repeated tor n, n - 4,I1, assets. The efficient frontiers for

portfolios, composed of n, n - 4,11, assets are presented in
figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the effect of diversification. The portfolio,
composed of 5 assets is more efficient than the one, composed
of 4 assets, and less efficient than the portfolio that includes 6
assets, which is seen in the shifting of efficient frontiers leftward.

Table 3 demonstrates the effect of diversification for R, = 1. I 15
(that is, the expected rate of return is 11 .5%). The standard
deviation in this example decreases from 0.08763 (n=4) to
0.08229 (n=9).

(17) s ib, =

(18) s,uo^ =

Rr - Rru,*

Ri - Ry'

Ri - VaR,

The coefficient (17) describes the amount of excessive
return (market prime) referred to one unit of risk, measured as
a deviation of asset mean return from its 'low'- mean return. This
coefficient may be recommended to evaluate especially the
assets characterized by asymmetric distribution.

The coefficient (18) describes the amount of excessive
return per one unit of risk, measured as a deviation of asset
mean return from its VaR-value. Va?-value can be estimated for
different a -confidence levels, which are set regarding the
investor's risk preferences.

4. Case Study

4.1. RVAR, -Coefficient as Assets Selection
Criterion lor Portfolio Diversification

We consider the securities traded on the Russian Trading
System Stock Exchange (RTS) [20]. The invested amounts are
distributed between different branches of economics, represented
by 20 companies. We have studied statistic data on selected
securities for a one-year period, namely June 2005 - May
2006. We suppose the amounts are invested for a two-month
period. The securities returns, standard deviations and 'beta'-

coefficients have been calculated. The significance of the 'beta'-

coefficients is confirmed by the high values of the coefficient of

determination R2 [5]. The results are presented in tabte l.
' 

The annual risk-free return R, is supposed to be 1.06.

That is, the annual expected risk-free rate of return is 6% (the
annual rate of return for governmental bonds in Russia (Septem-
ber 2005) [21]), or 1o/o for a two-month period in the considered
example.

Asset
R*tr*

SCOIrJ (RfuGAVAZAPTKKLNAAFLT ct\tncJTATN[JLT4Ktl/IVS/ s/8tuSAJGSLKOHRTKMSBFF GI/K/lrEFSR {4ISS GASFT
1.07811 062 1 105 1 082 1.051 0451.09371.1211 063 1 025 1 0551 0874 't .l

t . l 1 0751 0959 1.071 1030 991 1.1281 107
StDev 0 11360 234 0 1870.1 08 0 0850.08/0 08860.1 16 0.0980.0680 0 80.1 01 / 0 0 90.1 24 0.1 045 8 087 0 1 0 0540.1 36 0.1 35
R S uil l 0 9882 0.9490.9/50 991 0 9 9[.9910.99790 9930 9930.9960 9960.99890.9980.98in oaAl 0.988[.9920.9950 991 0.987
Beti'r 0  98180 963 1.0020 993 0.9680.9560.99961 026 0 9790.9410 9721.00021 0060 975 1.010.9761.0010.9121.0391 015
l l lhserva
it iarrs 236 236 236 236 236 IJD 236 236 236 238 236 236 IJD 236 236 236 154 /0 224
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The results of table 3 can be interpreted as follows: for an
invested amount equal to 1000 euros the investor's gain is 115
euros with a standard deviation of 87.63 euros. That is. in the
most pessimistic case, according to the rule 0f ,,3 o " that holds
for the majority of distributions, investor's possible loss will be
147 .89 euros (1 1s - 87 .63. 3 ) if he distributes his capital be-
tween 4 assets. lf he invests in 5 assets, in the worst case he
will loose 1 39.97 euros (t t s - 84.99. : ) etc. After the sixth
asset has been added, the standard deviation does not decrease
considerably.

Tabfe 3. Effect of diversification for Ro =lr.5oA

Number
of assets Rp 6 o

4 1 . 1 1 5 0.087632091
5 1 . 1 1 5 0.084993942
6 1 . 1 1 5 0.082318053
7 1 . 1 1 5 0.082318053
8 1 . 1 1 5 0.082318053
9 1 . 1 1 5 0.082288547

1 0 1 . 1 1 5 0.082288547

Now we need to select portfolios on the efficient frontiers
in figure 4.The portfolio performance may be evaluated using the
Sharpe coefficient for a portfolio (7). The most efficient portfolio
corresponds to the point having the highest value of the Sharpe
coefficient, as shown in figure 5.

However, the maximum value of the Sharpe coefficient
may correspond to a portfolio, having a low value of the standard
deviation and of the portfolio return (a point on the low left part
of the efficient frontier).

Low values of a portfolio expected return may be unac-
ceptable for the investor. In such case the investor can deter-
mine a desirable zone 0n the efficient frontier, limited by an
admissible level of the portfolio expected return in order to avoid
portfolios with low values of the return.

Figure 5. Selection of a portfolio on the efficient frontier

Thus, the investor will choose a portfolio having the maxi-
mum value of the Sharpe coefficient in the desirable zone. Figure
6a and 6b illustrate different admissible levels of the portfolio

expected return (R,-in ) and the choice of the portfolio on the

efficient frontier,
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we have evaruated the sharpe coefficient for a set ofportfolios, synthesized according to (11), (12). The varues of ,gin (12) have been chosen sing 0.1.2,'step. rabrc4 presents theweight distributions and portfolio parameters for portfolios com-
posed of n, n - m, assets for the portfolio return
R o  =  1 ' 1 1 5

rl9 bv decreasing the weights of other assets. Thus, the diver-sification yields an increasing of the sharpe .ortirifni 1or notdecreasing, at least).
The etfect of increasing of the sharpe coefficient can beillustrated as follows. lf an investor distributes 1000 eurosbetween 4 assets, he gains 115 euros (return is 1J 15, theexpected rate of return is 11.5%) with a standard deviation of

Table 4. Weight distribution for portfolios composed using RvART-coefficient ( R 1 1 5 )

The resurts oJ the tabre 4 show, that the more portforio is
diversified, the higher values of the sharpe coefficient are ob-
tained, because a m're diversified portforio cannot be ress
efficient than a portfolio compdsed of a less number of assets.
lf the inclusion of a new asset yields a new portfolio, which is
less efficient then the previous one, then the optimization tool
will indicate the inefficiency of this inclusion by setting the
weight of this asset equal to zero. lt follows tnai tne atained
previous parameters of a portfolio (the expected return and the
standard deviation) and the Sharpe coefficient will not change.
lf the inclusion of a new asset yields a new portfolio, which is
more efficient then the previous one, then the optimization toot
will increase the portfolio performance by investing in tNs asset

87.63 euros. That is, he is awarded by 1.1gg euro of excessive

return (market prime) per 1 euro of ris 
( o'tts-t!'l

k takins 
I oJ8zo 3 ).lf he invests in 5 assets, these varues are equal to 1 15, g4.gg

and 1.235 euro respectively etc.
The experimental resutts have shown that the diversifica-

tion allows achieving higher values of the sharpe coefficient.
However transaction costs should be taken into consideration
while diversifying the portfolio.

Remind that each efficient frontier corresponds to a set ofportfolios composed of different number of assets (see figure 41.
Thus to evaluate the effect of diversification we compal, port-
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Figure 6a. Choice of the portfolio having
the maximum value of the Sharpe coefficient

Figure 6b. choice of the portforio having the maximum value
of the Sharpe coefficient in the desirable zone
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to[ros taken trom dfferent etticrent trontiers. \Ne conSrder \ruo
cases: comparison of the portfolios {or a tixed level of the
portfolio risk or for a fixed level of the portfolio return (figure \.

Figure Za shows the increase of the portfolio return for a

fixed level of the standard deviation o when a portfolio is
diversified between 11 assets relatively to a portfolio of 4 assets.
The diversification is reasonable if the following inequality holds:

( 1 e )  ( R A - R B ) . 1 > T

where 1 is the invested amount.

Figure 7a. Increase of the portfolio return due to the
portfolio diversification

For a fixed value of the portfolio return R' (figure 7b) the

transaction costs T should be compared with the decrease of

possible losses, the last being evaluated as ko , k e [1,3] ,
according to the degree of investor's pessimism. The portfolio
diversification is reasonable if the following constraint is satis-
fied:

( 2 0 )  ( k o o - k 6 u ) . 1 > 7 .

The suggested conclusion is that the additional diversifi-

cation is reasonable if the transaction costs Z are compen-
sated by the increase of the portfolio expected return (19) or by
the decrease of possible losses (20).

For example, if the invested amount 1 is equal to 100 000

euros and the portfolio risk level is chosen to be o' = 0.0773
(figure Za), then for a portfolio composed of 4 assets the port-

folio return Ro is 1.108, while for the portfolio composed of 11

assets Rp = 1.11. Thus, additional assets should be included

into the portfolio if the transaction costs Z are less then 200

euros (1.1 1 - 1.108) .  100000 ).

4.2. S,,o- - and S,noo -Coelticients as Asset

Selection Griteria for Portlolio Diversilication
The empirical distributions have been obtained for all the

assets under consideration. Figure 8 shows some of the sym-
metric and asymmetric distributions.

We have determined the values of (R; - R,,o) and

(R,rror,  -  R,,or)
, using (13) and (1a). The coefficients of

Figure 7b. Standard deviation decrease due to the
portfolio diversification

skewness for the asset distributions have been obtained, also
(see e.g. [5]). The results are shown in table 5. Positive values
of the coefficients of skewness indicate a heavier left ('bad') part
of the distribution while negative values indicate a heavier right
('desirable') part of the return distribution (see figure 8, as well).

The results presented in column (7) of the table 5 show,
that for the distributions close to symmetric ones the values

tR,  
-  R, ,o* )  and

(R iupp r ,  -  R iu * )
are close, i.e., their

2
difference is close to zero. That is consistent with statement
(15) .

We have determined the values 0f Silo, - and S,uoo -

coefficients, using (17) and (18). The coefficient S,uoo has

been calculated for the confidence levels o jO.05 and

d, = 0.1 to assess different risk preferences.

The assets have been ranged according to S,,,, - and

S,uoo -coefficients as shown in table 6.

The results of the Table 6 indicate that S,,,, - and S,uoo -

coefficients give different rankings of assets, and these rankings
are different from the results presented in table 2.

R,

t , t13

fip

1.113
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Table 6. Ranking of assbts according to different assets selection criteria
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Table 7. sharpe coefficients for different assets selection criteria
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The portfolios have been diversified using S,,o, _ and

s,ro^- coefficients as assets selection criteria. The portfolio
performance has been evaluated using the sharpe coefficient.
The portfolios having the maximum values of the sharpe coef-
ficient for different number of assets have been determined.
Table z shows the results of diversification for different securi-
ties selection criteria: R'l/ARi -,5 

,,o.- and S,ro^- coefficients.

It can be seen, that the sharpe coefficient achieves its
greatest values when s,,o. is applied as assets selection
criterion.

Figure 9 summarizes the Sharpe coefficients for different
assets selection criteria.

Table 7 and figure g show, that the diversification is most
effective when ,S,,o, -criterion is applied. lt enables to achieve
the highest values of the sharpe coefficient and allows diversi-

1.32

1 . 3

1 .28

1.26

1.24

1.22

1 . 2

1 . 1 8

1 . 1 6

Figure 9. sharpe coefficients for different assets selection criteria
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fying the portforio using the ress number of serected assets.
The experimental study of S,uno -criterion for confidence

level a = 0.1 yiefds better results than for a = 0.05 .Tabre 7 
.rho* that the apprication of different assetsselection criteria yields almost tre same ,reward_to_variability,

varue when portforio is composed of g assets, ano tnat the varueof the Sharpe coefficient stabilizes.
The transaction costs shourd be arso considered whiremaking a decision about the number of assets to diversify theportfolio. Additional diversification is reasonable if the transac_tion costs are c.ompensated by the increase of the portforio

expected return (for a chosen risk rever) or by the decrease ofpossible losses (for a fixed varue of the porrrotio ,xpecteo re_tum).

5. Gonclusion

In this paper flBW S,u,, - and S,uno - securities selection
cr i ter ia  have been proposed,  based on the in t roduced
(Ri - R,r, ,)- and (R, - VaR,)- r isk-measures.

(Ri - R,,,,, )-value can be a suitable risk_measure espe-
cially for the asymmetric distribution of the return of an asset.
( Ri - vaR,)-value allows the investor to set acceptable devia_
tion of the return from the va}-varue for different confidencelevels, considering his risk preferences. For further research
measures based on conditionar VaR can be considered, sincecvaR p'ssesses such important propefties as subadditivity andconvexity.

The efficiency of proposed selection criteria has been
analyzed using the Sharpe coefficient . S ,,o,-criterion can be
recommended as the most efficient for assets selection from thepoint of view of the portforio performance. The experimentar
study of S,un^ -criterion for confidence level a, _ 0.1 has
yields better resurts than for a = 0.05. ft can be recom_
mended to appry other methods for vaR computation. consider-
ing the inconsistency of parametric vaR-methods with the Rus_sian stock market, simuration methods are preferabre. In thepresent paper we have used the method of historicar modering,
we suppose that other simuration methods courd increase theefficiency of the vaR-approach. For exampre, Monte carro simu-lation, which is widely used in practice.

The efficient frontier can be limited by the admissibre level
of the portfolio expected return in order to avoid portforios withlow values of the return. The investor wiil choose the portforio
having the maximum varue of the sharpe coefficieni in thedesirable zone.

The experimentar resurts have shown that the diversifica_
tion implies increase of the sharpe coefficient. The number ofassets to compose a portfolio may be determined on the baseof the (quazi)stabirization of the sharpe coefficient and depends
on transaction costs. Additional diversification is reasonable if

the transaction costs are compensated by the increase of theportfolio expected return (for a chosen iirr, rcuuii or by thedecrease of possible rosses (for the fixed varue orine portforioreturn).
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for the case studies of the N queens problem and Sam Loyd's
puzzle we can conclude that the efficiency of parallel combina-
torial search on multicomputer platform is about s0% and the
speedup increases slowly versus the problem size not exceed-
ing 1.8 for 5 computers.

In order to make a prognostication for the efficiency of
parallel combinatorial search on multicomputer platform we
have to estimate the isoefficiency that is a metric to characterize
system scalability. The efficiency of the parallel systern F de-
pends on the workload W, the number of processors n and the
system overhead Toi.e. E=f(W,n,f). In order to keep up 30%
efficiency for parallel combinatorial search scaring the machine
size requires the adequate scaling of the parailer apprication i.e.
the board size should be enlarged - above 1Sx15 for the N
Queens' problem and7x7 for Sam Loyd's puzzle. Nevertheless,
we have to take into consideration that scaling up the workload
will result in increasing the system overhead and eventually the
efficiency might drop below 30%.

The future work should encompass investigation of the
efficiency of parallel combinatorial search on computer cruster
and the utilization of more efficient mechanisms for dynamic
load balancing.
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